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Abstract—In numeric optimization algorithms errors at ap-
plication level considerably affect the performance of their
execution on distributed infrastructures. Hours of execution
can be lost only due to bad parameter configurations. Though
current grid workflow systems have facilitated the deployment
of complex scientific applications on distributed environments,
the error handling mechanisms remain mostly those provided
by the middleware. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
platform for the execution of scientific experiments in which
we integrate a new approach for treating application errors,
using the dynamicity and exception handling mechanisms of the
YAWL workflow management system. Thus, application errors
are correctly detected and appropriate handling procedures are
triggered in order to save as much as possible of the work already
executed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numeric optimization applications are continuously improv-

ing and their complexity is growing very fast. This produces

a considerable boost in research areas like aerodynamics,

electromagnetism, structural mechanics and biology. The price

to pay is an increased demand for computational power.

Cluster and grid systems and the evolving cloud infrastructures

represent viable answers to these demands. But the distributed

and heterogeneous nature of their components, combined with

the growing complexity of the multidiscipline applications,

render them hard to manage, especially for inexperienced

scientists. To address all these issues, the concept of scientific

workflow system has been proposed [1].

But with the evolution of exascale systems, composed of

hundreds of thousands of cores, failures augment in variation

and size and the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) pa-

rameter will be in the range of minutes [7]. Thus, a critical

characteristic of a workflow system is its resilience. When

executing a scientific workflow experiment on a grid infras-

tructure, failures can occur due to numerous reasons: resource

unavailable, hardware failure, system out of memory, dynamic

resource relocation, usually detected by the middleware, but

also application errors like faulty mesh operations, bad input

parameters, solver errors (lack of convergence, time-outs),

which are more difficult to detect and treat. Without the

capacity to address such errors dynamically, one must either

interrupt the execution and manually adapt the workflow for

new updated scenarios or even worse, restart the workflow

execution completely [6]. This means a significant time loss

and poor execution performance.

Even though there is currently an acceptable offer of dis-

tributed workflow systems [1], [2], [3], [4] with different fault

tolerant mechanisms [1], [8], [9], very few have addressed

this aspect from a dynamic perspective [5]. We present in this

paper a new approach to resilience based on dynamicity and

exception handling techniques. The workflow system on which

we drive our research is called YAWL (Yet Another Workflow

Language) [10], characterized by its extensible architecture,

intelligent dynamicity and exception handling services [19],

[20].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section

2, we present some related work concerning fault-tolerance

in scientific workflow systems. Section 3 presents the general

architecture of the YAWL workflow management system with

specific details on its service-oriented characteristics. Section

4 describes in more details the dynamicity and exception

handling mechanisms developed for YAWL and how we use

these mechanisms to meet the resilience requirements. A

prototype collaborative platform that we develop is presented

in Section 5, with some extension proposals in Section 6. At

the end, in Section 7, some conclusions are presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Dynamicity is implemented in various forms in some of

the current scientific workflow systems, and in others it lacks

completely [5]. For example, in Kepler [31], a workflow is

considered static, so it must be completely specified at design

time. Askalon, one of the most complete workflow system on

the market, mentions run-time steering and dynamicity [11],

but this functionality is not detailed in any of the resources

we found. Pegasus works on an abstract to concrete workflow

approach, leaving no opportunity for dynamic changes since

the users must operate on an entire workflow statically [12].

As mentioned in [29], faults in workflow distributed plat-

forms occur at different levels: Hardware, Operating System

(OS), Middleware, Task, Workflow or User level. If low-level

errors like hardware (machine crashes, network connectiv-

ity), OS (memory and disk limitations) or middleware (non-

responsive services, authentication, job submission problems)

can be detected by most of the workflow systems (70% on



average), it is not the same for higher levels errors (uncaught

exceptions, missing shared libraries, data movements, infinite

loops, user-definable exceptions and assertions), only 40%

of them being detected on average. Weaker results have

been registered concerning the recovery aspects, especially

for higher levels, where less than 20% of the systems can

recover from errors produced at those levels. A lot is still to be

achieved concerning error prediction and prevention, features

that are almost non-existent in the current versions of grid

workflow systems.

We think that with its context based dynamicity and ex-

ception handling techniques [19], [20], YAWL is a viable

candidate to address the issues presented above and which

are not taken into account by current systems. Adopting

existing fault-management techniques, like light- and heavy-

weight checkpointing or restart procedures [1], [13], [8], [14],

[15], we want to enhance resiliency by dynamically detecting

application faults and apply context-based treatments so that

computation loses are reduced to minimum.

III. YAWL GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

Designed after a rigorous analysis of existing workflow

systems, YAWL aims at covering functional aspects left unim-

plemented by previous workflow systems. Having a workflow

language formally based on Petri nets and implementing the

well-known workflow patterns [16], YAWL extends these

concepts with dedicated constructs to deal with patterns like

cancellation, synchronization of active branches only and

multiple concurrently executing instances of the same task.

Even more, YAWL is based on a service-oriented architecture

(Figure 1) that greatly contributes to its extensibility.

Fig. 1. YAWL General Architecture

Beside the built-in services available in the standard distri-

bution of YAWL, users can also implement their own services

using the concept of Custom Service [17]. The development

of a Custom Service must follow a fixed interface through

which it will communicate with the YAWL engine using

HTTP messages. It can be deployed locally or remotely with

respect to the engine’s location and the registration is done by

specifying basic authentication credentials and a location in

the form of a base “URL”. A Custom Service is responsible

for the execution of all workitems with which it is associated,

that are being checked out of the engine and then checked back

in (Figure 2). Between these two stages, the developer of the

service has full control over the functionality implemented by

the service.

Fig. 2. YAWL Custom Service

IV. DYNAMICITY AND EXCEPTION HANDLING IN YAWL

A. Theoretical View

YAWL departs from other service-oriented workflow sys-

tems by two important built-in services: the “Worklet Dynamic

Process Selection Service” [18], [19] and the “Exception

Handling Service” [20]. The former implements dynamicity

requirements by providing each task of a process instance with

the ability to be linked to an extensible repertoire of actions,

called worklets (Figure 3-up). Being self-contained workflow

processes, these worklets allow the right actions to be executed

at run-time, depending on a specific run-time context. The

context capture and the selection of the associated worklet is

realized by the evaluation of a hierarchical set of rules, which

are modified Ripple Down Rules (RDR) (Figure 3-down), an



enactment of a popular knowledge representation system [21].

Fig. 3. Dynamic Process Selection Service & Ripple Down Rules

The exceptions are handled by the “Exception Handling

Service”. It allows the users to define specific exception

handling procedures, called “exlets” (Figure 4), for up to

10 different exception variants, ranging from data typing to

externally triggered exceptions. An exlet contains one or more

exception handling primitives, which are defined and executed

sequentially. These primitives analyze whether it is the task

that generated the exception or the whole process, and perform

actions like restart, cancellation, forced continuation or forced

failure. Further, an exlet can also contain in its exception

handling chain compensation actions that will be chosen from

the same repertoire of actions, as described above for the

Selection Service. Again, the selection of the appropriate exlet

is accomplished through modified RDRs.

Fig. 4. Exception Handling Service

B. A Timeout Example

In order to illustrate the theoretical concepts presented

earlier we will use a simple timeout example. Figure 5 shows

a workflow specification called “Timer Test” aiming at execut-

ing a shell script. Beside the usual variables specific for a shell

execution application like “dir” to specify the directory loca-

tion of the shell script and “command” to identify the script,

we added a new variable called “nrRestarts” that will count

the number of times a task is restarted. Every variable has a

usage attribute stating if it can be written to - “input” or read

from - “output”(Figure 6). The executing task is “Timer Task”

that has an associated Yawl Custom Service in charge of the

actual execution. The following task, “Timer Check”, will

compare the value of the “nrRestarts” variable to a fixed

threshold and while it is under this threshold the “Timer Task”

will be re-executed. Otherwise, the application will continue

its normal flow by showing the final execution result and

finish. The transfer between values of variables belonging to

different tasks is intermediated by net-level variables using

XQuery expressions (Figure 6). Beside the Yawl Custom

Service, the “Timer Task” is also provided with a timer of

10s. When this timer expires a timeout exception is triggered

by the system. A RDR file is created for the “timer test.yawl”

called “timer test.xrs”. In this file is specified that if a timeout

exception occurs for the “Timer Task” task then an exlet

is enabled that will suspend the curent workitem, execute

a compensation worklet and then continue the execution of



the workitem (Figure 5 - second level). The compensation

worklet is “TimeOutWorklet.yawl” that contains only one

task called “TimeOutTreatment” in which the “nrRestarts”

variable is incremented by 1 ((Figure 5 - third level)). The

“TimeOutTreatment” must be associated with a second Yawl

Custom Service that will perform the incrementation. This way

after a while the counter will reach the threshold value, quitting

the loop and finishing the execution. The timeout occurrence

is forced by using a call to the “wait” fuction inside the shell

script.

Fig. 5. Time Out Exception Handling Example

Fig. 6. Yawl Data Transfer

V. A COLLABORATIVE PLATFORM PROTOTYPE

Starting from the service-oriented architecture of YAWL, we

have built a collaborative platform in order to execute numeric

optimization applications. They are modeled as YAWL work-

flow specifications executing on distributed resources. The

main features that we expect from this platform are:

• Non-intrusive - the platform must not modify the user

codes to be executed.

• Transparent access to remote code and data.

• Standardized interfaces with numeric tools - through

script invocations, web services and custom services.

• Resiliency - fault-tolerance at application level.

For testing purposes, we used test-cases (Figure 7) provided

by an industry partner from the OMD2 project [30]. The

cases are geometry modeling and optimization applications

with different levels of complexity and computing demands.

The first two represent a 2D and 3D air conditioner pipes

with computational time less than 1 minute and 10 minutes,

respectively, based on a standard 32 computers cluster. The

third one is an engine cylinder head with a CPU time of 100

hours and the last one represents the aerodynamics of a van

with a computational time in the order of 1000 hours of CPU.

The current state of the collaborative platform prototype is

Fig. 7. Test Cases

presented in Figure 8. First, we installed the YAWL engine

on a standard computer and then we developed a YAWL

Custom Service that we installed on front-ends for clusters

from INRIA centres, in Sophia-Antipolis and Grenoble. In

the YAWL engine, we register the deployed services using

their URLs. Then we split the second test-case in atomic

tasks and we assign them to the available custom services for

execution. On the front-ends we create the submission scripts,

one for each task, invoking the corresponding executable code.

Of course, all the needed software tools, like OpenFOAM,

Python, GnuPlot, Matlab, are previously installed on the clus-

ters. So basically, when the workflow specification is started,

the tasks are executed in the specified order by exporting

the corresponding work item to the attached YAWL Custom

Service. The latter reads the input data (command to execute,



directory of submission script), launches the command and

sends the results back to the workflow engine.

Fig. 8. Collaborative Platform Prototype

If errors like bad input parameters, missing data or faulty

mesh operations are absent, corresponding to correctly formed

test-cases, we may however encounter errors during the work-

flow execution. Most noticeable would be broken links to

the OpenFOAM libraries, unavailable computing nodes or

infinite loops in the submission scripts. In the absence of

a resiliency mechanism, we would have to restart execution

from the beginning. By detecting these errors using the YAWL

exception mechanism, we can apply an exception handling

procedure that can either restart only the problematic task or

assign it to a service located on a different computing node.

The result of the test-case execution is shown in Figure 9

using the ParaView tool.

VI. EXTENSIONS AND FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

A. Middleware Interface

ProActive(PA) [22] is an open-source middleware, offered

as a Java library, aiming to simplify the programming of multi-

threaded, parallel and distributed applications for grids, multi-

core clusters and data centers. With a small set of primitives,

ProActive provides an API allowing the development of par-

allel applications on distributed systems using the deployment

framework. This framework, composed of the PA Scheduler

[23] and the PA Resource Manager [24], plays an important

part in the final collaborative platform, as it handles the actual

scheduling of the tasks on computing resources along with

Fig. 9. Test Case 2 Result

the management of the distributed resources. Beside this, its

role is also to detect errors at system and hardware level

and either handle them locally, if possible, or send them to

the workflow level. In Figure 10 is a schema describing the

interconnection between YAWL and the PA Scheduler through

a Custom Service. Currently, we are interfacing YAWL and

ProActive in the prototype platform.

Fig. 10. Interaction Between ProActive and YAWL

B. Virtual Infrastructure Deployment

The PA Resource Manager supports several type of com-

puting infrastructures. The one that can leverage our future

large-scale applications is the Virtual Infrastructure. First of

all, using an infrastructure based on virtual machines allows



rapid deployment tests without the need for real distributed

platforms. Even more, to deploy the workflow platform on a

real distributed infrastructure, like Grid5000 [25], it will be a

lot easier to start virtual machines with all the required services

already installed and configured using system images.

Fig. 11. PA Resource Manager - Virtual Infrastructure

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a method for handling errors

in numeric optimization applications by making use of the

dynamicity and exception handling capabilities offered by the

YAWL workflow management system. We propose a prototype

of a collaborative platform that ensures the communication

between the different levels of the execution: application,

middleware and computing resources. We have tested this pro-

totype on 2D and 3D geometry optimization test-cases. Current

work is performed to integrate the concepts of worklets and

exlets in the platform in order to make it resilient.
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